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About This Content

The second generation EMD GP20 ushered in a new era of turbocharged locomotives on American railroads, and now this
2,000hp heavy freight hauler is available for Train Simulator in Southern Pacific livery.

The EMD GP20 was seen as leading the way in a new age of turbocharged diesel locomotives, even though some of EMD’s
competitors had been experimenting with higher horsepower models several years earlier. In reality, the GP20 only offered a
small increase in horsepower over its predecessor, the GP18, but EMD’s salesmen touted the locomotive’s ability to reduce

consist sizes and maintenance costs, and increase speeds to secure sales.

GP20s could be identified ahead of similar GP7, GP9 and GP18 models by an additional small radiator fan ahead of its large aft
fan, the prominent bulge behind the cab which housed its turbocharger, and a single large exhaust stack.

Of the 260 models built by General Motors’ Electro-Motive Division between November 1959 and April 1962, Southern Pacific
operated 34 locomotives and also took ownership of the four demonstrators originally used by EMD. Many of the locomotives
served reliably for more than 30 years but were less promising for rebuild programmes than other GP classes, and most were

scrapped. However, some can still be seen on short lines today with two models officially preserved.

The EMD GP20 for Train Simulator, developed by Reppo, is available in Southern Pacific livery and features a highly detailed
cab interior with operating switches, advanced and standard driving controls, realistic engine start up procedure, accurately

modelled simulation, engine overheating and working unit selector.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the EMD GP20 on any Quick Drive enabled
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route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Donner Pass
route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Two scenarios for the Donner Pass route:

Freshly Frozen Norden Waters

Sparks-Reno Shuttle

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

EMD GP20 in Southern Pacific livery

Quick Drive compatible

Realistic engine start up procedure

Accurately modelled simulation

Working unit selector

Opening interior switch cabinet

Highly detailed cab interior

Advanced and standard driving controls

Scenarios for the Donner Pass route

Download size: 164mb
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Secrets can Kill Remastered from the Nancy Drew® Adventure Series is a classic point and explore adventure game with some
riddles, minigames and dangers to solve.

The Nancy Drew® Series is aimed at a younger female audience, but the game is quite good and they are also playable by older
and male audiences. Of course it is based on the adventures of the youth books, which made me wonder why there wasn't any
"Hardy Boys" adventures.

The story in this adventure is revolving around a murder case on a high school. The girl detective has been "hired" by an
"undercover" police officer, to interview the people on the high-school, and find out how far they know about what happened.

The end may come up as a surprise, even for a Nancy Drew game, but I have to say - it was the first game back then.

You will have some hours of fun for 6,99 € - but don't expect more of this game than it is, it is an adventure type game. Point
and Click, talk and watch, and keeping a journal during your quest to solve this mystery.

It is, all around a recomendable game. If you have some bucks loose on your sleeve, play a girly gumshoe and solve a crime,
with some bright humorous moments... oh, and don't slip (pun).. Hi, Been having trouble loading game since Sunday March 3.
Been coming up as
INITIAL SETUP:
Checking with the server if you already have an account

Owner Account's Data lost. Please re-install the game and log in to restore.
Have tried uninstalling and re-installing and still comes up with issue

Really enjoy the game but unable to play :(
Can you please fix the problem.
Thanks. Tower defense game where you can spend points to change the position of your units and provide healing in addition to
the normal upgrades. Some units are cheaper to revive than heal if you sank enough gold into them. Not worth the cost on its
own, but it's part of the two worlds bundle. Quite possibly not even worth it then due to the hundreds of tower defense games
online.. This movie makes your insides smile. Wait, that sounds painful.... A pretty weird visual novel, but easy 100% for those
going for that.
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I almost couldn't find the DLC, because they put it on a file in the local disk far in the program files folder I had to go on a wild
goose chase to find it, and even then they did put all the files together, the music is spererate from the file they said the content
was on.
The artbook they should of made a section to the game that allows you to see the artbook there and also give this file so its more
easliy accessable, because I started to freak out thinking they ripped me off because I did not see it get added in game XD

The DLC comes with the artbook that contains 13 images along with details about them. The other 3 pages are details about
vinny, the artist comments, and then the coverpage.

It also gives a backers page; which I don't know how thats really dlc, they should of just put that on the credits, because the list
isn't very long.

The soundtrack is 5 songs; which if you played the game, you already heard them all, but they not bad to listen to, and it also
comes with album art.

Then the three cards are just three cards, that doesn't really need any details does it? XD

Its 2 dollars and I think it is ok, you get to find out what inspired the artwork to be drawn the way it is, some bonus artwork, and
some songs for yourself.. Very well put together little rpg with a solid story.. Definitily a fantastic ending to this trilogy, though
it may be short, finished it in some hours, it is incredible. It is good to have a closure to everything and to see how some
decisions taken way back, impact the game now. Totally worth it.. I was really critical of The Prodigy, the first game in this
series, after my first couple of playthroughs, and I critiqued the middle instalment, The Hero Project at the same time.

I stand by my opinion on The Hero Project - it doesn't fit one whole half of the choices encouraged in the first game, it's
opening act overrides choices given at the end of The Prodigy, and in general it's a random insertion of a reality-show-based
stage to kill time while the third act is being set up.

The Prodigy grew on me somewhat when I revisited it, but overall, this trilogy are the weakes of the Choice of Games games
I've played. This instalment finally feels like an actual superhero story from the comics, a rollicking good Big Summer
Crossover Event exploring the setting's ideas, advancing storylines, and setting up new ideas for further comics, etc, where The
Hero Project was clunky and The Prodigy spent too much time filling in a science-fictional world in which to place its
superheroes.

However, it's still the only Choice Of Games product I've yet played which keeps putting the game mechanics in the text. And
that's clunky as all get out.

A middle act that stripped out the reality show aspect of THP while doing the same conflict with the InfraOrder and the Meek,
strip out the more obvious gamist intrusions and, if the game proved too hard for people to continue on without those in-text
hints, some recalibration - I mean, transferring your health to beef up your power reserves as a character option ahead of
combats? What? Utterly out of genre and out of narrative - and I'd be praising this series. As it stands, it's just not on the level of
their best, but overall, may be worth a look if you like supers.. to buggy even for a beast computer
the game sucks bad idea
bad EVERYTHING
I would not tell anyone to buy this not even my worst nightmares id feel bad for them
for the sake DONT BUY THIS GAME. I enjoy the whole pack! Each map feels unique and the music gets more enjoyable the
more I play.. It's a tough as nails shmup done in the aesthetics of R-Type (ZX Spectrum version). It has tons of little short levels
that make you swear (in a good way). You will die a lot, but each and every level is achievable. One for the retro fans, for sure,
but shmup fans should give this a chance beyond a cursory glance. It has some really great levels.. Surprisingly fun, it's simple
but alltogether with all the dynasties it has a lot of variety. Easy to begin and so entertaining, once you start playing you just can't
stop.

Pros: It is really a lot of fun, it has a lot of different characters with their own style of playing each one and the all stars mode is
just terrific.

Cons: It is more enjoyable with a controller, you can play it and have a lot of fun with the keyboard. But if you do have a
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controller you should use it in this game.. The free demo only lets you play PvP. I tried to join a game. "Players online: 2.
Players searching: 1." I might have bought it for the single player campaing and co-op, but not without trying it first. Too bad it
won't let me.
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